Freya D is Year 6. Sometimes, you just have a
brilliant example of what a student should be
and that is Freya. She has great growth mindset,
is kind and caring and very funny! She
epitomises the values of Moorside and is a
brilliant role model to all but especially Year 6
pupils on what an outstanding Year 6 pupil looks
like at Moorside.
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Aria P-S

Aria is a shiny star! She is always displaying amazing
behaviour, tries really hard with everything we’re
doing and is a fantastic big sister. We’re really proud
of you Aria- keep up the amazing work.

RM

Tobias W

Toby brings a great deal of enthusiasm to his
learning and always listens carefully. I am proud of
the thoughtful ideas he shares with others and I
admire how he always tries his best. Keep up the
great work Toby!

RC

Harper L

Harper is beginning to take great pride in her work
in the classroom. She completes all activities with a
smile and always tries her best. This has been
particularly noticeable in her learning to write her
own name. Well done Harper – keep up the great
work!

1F

Bobby E

Bobby has been working incredibly hard this week.
He has shown resilience and is learning that it is
okay to make mistakes as we learn from them.
Bobby has put in maximum effort with his learning
and we are all very proud! Well done Bobby, keep it
up!

1B

Abel B

Abel is continuing to work hard in class and has
been ensuring his writing always makes sense and it
is correctly punctuated. Keep putting in maximum
effort Abel, your hard work has not gone unnoticed!

2T

Leon W

Leon has had a brilliant week. He has made sure he
is working hard in every lesson and making the right
choices both in class and on the playground. He has
blown us all away with his writing and has been
using neat joined up handwriting too. Keep up the
great work Leon!

2PR

Thomas P

Thomas has been working so hard this week. He
especially impressed us when he had to edit and
improve his writing and he showed great
determination and resilience. He has a super
attitude to learning in all subjects and always strives
to improve. Keep it up!

3S

Jacob C

Jacob has been working his socks off this week and
really trying his best to include lots of ideas in his
writing. His attitude to learning is always improving
and he is a good friend to others. Keep it up Jacob!

3F

Daisy L

Daisy has been working hard recently. Staying
focused and not letting others get in the way of her
learning. She has been showing off her beautiful
singing voice in our Christmas son rehearsals as
well! Well done Daisy.

Reader of the week:
Harry S – Harry reads regularly and always brings in his reading record to show the reading he has
done at home, even when he has a chapter book and doesn’t need to change it. Super job Harry!

4R

Oscar S

4A

Grace W

Oscar has been absolutely shining recently. Not only
has he stood out at the Manchester United
tournament, but he has been pushing his learning
even further by tackling challenges remarkably. I can
always rely on Oscar to do the right thing. Oscar is a
student that should be admired for his kindness and
friendship – keep it up, Oscar!
Grace has been shining in Year 4 all term. She has a
mature approach to her learning and always pushes
herself to produce work of the highest possible
standard. Her learning behaviours are also fantastic,
and she brings out the best qualities in whoever she
works with. Keep up the amazing work, Grace. You
are a star!

Reader of the week:
Ronnie R. Ronnie has made excellent progress on Reading Plus this year and this is apparent in his
writing which improves with every piece of work. Keep it up, Ronnie!

5T

Michal J

Michal is such a wonderful example of a Moorside
pupil he could be chosen every week. Socially, he is
kind, understanding and a wonderful friend.
Academically, he has a wonderful attitude to
learning and a fantastic growth mindset. Well done
Michal!

5C

Jimmy L

For making a conscious effort to improve his
handwriting and general presentation. Jimmy has
been really listening to advice and making sure that
presentation is at the forefront of his mind every
lesson. This has meant that the work he has
produced this week has been of a higher standard
and has reflected the bright boy that his is! Keep it
up Jimmy!

Reader of the week:
Bobby G (5C) for trying incredibly hard in all of his guided reading sessions and for using the new
vocabulary he had learned in other lessons throughout the week.

6C

Kias E

6I/P

Riley E

For aspiring to be the best version of himself and
making the best choices even when he sometimes
finds it tricky. It takes a different sort of strength
and this is what Kias is letting shine through at the
moment.
Keep it up Kias.
For excellent effort and trying his best to get more
involved in class discussions. We were really
impressed with his recent test scores and it has
been great to see him gaining more confidence and
giving 100%. Keep up the great work Riley!

Reader of the week: Amelia B
Amelia is a keen reader and has enjoyed sharing her thoughts during our daily spot checks. She is
starting to improve her confidence and share her love for reading with others.

